VISION FOR THE FORUM

I think that the concept of international forums in EYP is quite interesting. Although in EYP we mostly work with high schools and delegates are usually quite young, the academic quality of a session should not be underestimated. Hence, international forums in my opinion are called to emphasise the academic rigour. Having a very technological-driven and environmentally friendly approach to doing EYP, I am particularly interested in the session theme, and I believe that together with its strong academic component and emphasis on individual development and growth, Llogara can also teach every single one of how to be more sustainable, thoughtful and just better citizens.

Thus my vision is quite simple: I want this forum to be very innovative in its approach to doing EYP, but at the same time I will put logical reasoning behind every innovative component. Being a strong proponent of adapting new practices in EYP, I also particularly dislike when people innovate whilst existing mechanisms work perfectly well. My vision of the forum would thus be to achieve harmony within the team and concentrate on the personal development of my chairs, while they concentrate on the development of their delegates. I am looking for a team where everyone would set concrete goals for the forum, and would aggressively pursue them throughout the week spend in Llogara. From my side, I would ensure the positive atmosphere and the tireless support that would help my team-mates in their pursuit.

VISION FOR THE BOARD

I will select 2-3 Vice-Presidents who will not to be chairing at the forum. I am looking for Vice-Presidents who have keen interest in training and would dedicate a portion of their pre-session time preparing online modules for the chairs. In my view, training does not end with CAT, and I would anticipate my Vice-President to deliver continuous needs-based training throughout the forum. My second requirement from potential Vice-Presidents is to actively observe, support and mentor chairs throughout the session. During the forum, we will abandon the traditional format of buddy groups, and thus, the Vice-Presidents will have a unique chance to equally work with all the chairs. Overall, Vice-Presidents will have full autonomy and an open space for implementing their own ideas and will work with me as peers and not subordinates.
VISION FOR THE CHAIRS

In Llogara, I am looking to have a chairs’ team that would unite people with diverse skills and values. My aim is to select a group of 8 people with varying levels of leadership experience both in and out of EYP. Together with performing their ordinary duties, each chair will be asked to focus on their personal growth and create a healthy environment for delegates’ personal development. I am looking for people who would have solid understanding of their actions and responsibilities, but would not be constrained by dogmatic views on what chairing in EYP is all about. Conversely, members of my chairs’ team should be very open-minded and ready to question their thoughts and beliefs. I am aiming to create a team with positive environment, where chairs would be constant support for each other.